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Sheâ€™s a lone wolf with a cause.As a volunteer at a shelter for lone shiftersâ€”the same one that

rescued herâ€”Makenna Wray has dedicated her life to finding homes for its residents. And when

she discovers that a teen in her care is related to Ryan Conner, the broody, handsome-as-sin

enforcer of the Phoenix Pack, sheâ€™s eager to help connect the two. She just wasnâ€™t prepared

to feel a connection of her own.Lone wolves are loners for a reasonâ€”and most of them bad. Or so

Ryan assumes until he meets the mysterious Makenna. Quirky and sensual, she seems to enjoy

riling him, especially when she refuses to discuss her past. Although there is no mating bond,

heâ€™s sure sheâ€™s the one. All he has to do is be patient and wait. But when another packâ€™s

sinister Alpha comes sniffing around, threatening Makenna and her shelter, this enforcer is ready to

let his wolf off the leashâ€¦
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Ryan who we met way back in book one is an Enforcer in the Phoenix Pack and always been the

sort of quiet one that we donâ€™t know much about. Heâ€™s the grunter of the group more than the

talker. It has been alluded to the fact that he was captured and tortured once and that event

changed him. He is now the like bad, kick your a** sort of Enforcer because he wonâ€™t allow



himself to be in that place again. Now he just found out that his relative Zac is in a loner shelter and

needs to be taken care of. Makenna helps run the shelter and is the one who located Ryan so that

he could take Zac. She is a loner herself and when she finds Zac she has to help him. She has

some issues that she has to work through before the mating bond can snap into place.I love that

Ryan and the rest of the pack jumped at the chance to take care of Zac. They didnâ€™t hesitate nor

did they hesitate to help the shelter out. That is simply how they are and it really showed in this

book. I think more so than other because they had no real connections to anyone at the shelter

other than Zac but Ryan had never met him until Makenna brought them together. They not only

helped but went to war to help the shelter. The one think that creeped me out was the snake shifter.

Yes she was a little girl but it still was a little ew for me. Another favorite thin for me was the way

Makenna called Ryan â€œWhite Fangâ€• it was great! He is so the guy that you wouldnâ€™t do that

sort of thing to yet she did. I also enjoyed seeing Kye as he has grown and Ryan is still his favorite

person which is so clear the moment they are in the room together.As always Suzanne Wright did a

wonderful job of creating characters with depth. I enjoyed getting to know more about Ryan and

maybe now he will be more vocal in the next books.

Fair warning, I am a Suzanne Wright fangirl. She can't do much wrong in my eyes. Savage Urges

brings us the story of Ryan. I've wanted to know more about our brooding, grunting, closed off wolf

for a while. Now you know.. Let's get this review underway, shall we?Makenna is a lone wolf and

volunteer at a shifter homeless shelter. She specializes in family placement and tries to place

shifters with family. She ends up seeking our Phoenix wolf, Ryan, to try and find a home for his

nephew Zac. They both immediately feel something, but neither commits to whatever that may

mean. Makenna has the opposite personality Ryan has, so the banter and interaction with

characters promotes wonderful exchanges. One thing they do have in common, they both are

protective of who they love and will sacrifice anything for them.As we work through turmoil

surrounding the shelter, Zac settling into a pack, and Makenna and Ryan fighting a connection, we

see Makenna relying on Ryan more than she wants. Eventually, Ryan took charge of their

relationship's fate. Ryan was persistent about their connection and was determined to find a way

through whatever was blocking it. And Makenna can resist all she wants, but she and Ryan are

steamy as hell!Without spoiling anything, while they work on breaking whatever is blocking their

bond, they unite to save Zac and the shelter. We are well rewarded with some lovable moments and

some tense fighting. Please note, this is book 5 in the series. I would read this series in order so that

you may maximize your reading experience. Suzanne Wright has successfully built a detailed,



fantastical world that will bond you to her new releases newsletter for life. You'll be drinking the

koolaid from book 1! Promise you that!
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